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code128 reader improvements with halcon 21.11, halcons bar code reader is improved in terms of robustness in case of blurred code 128/gs1-128 codes. now, codes with a larger amount of blur can be read. blur on such codes can occur due to motion or due to
limitations in depth of focus. the code 128/gs1-128 is a widely used bar code type that is frequently used in logistics due to its compact size and high data density. python and c api the halcon api provides a set of functions to access the computer’s data. this includes

the actual computer environment and the logical halcon environment. halcon 21.11 introduces a new api version, allowing even easier use of the api and more flexibility in application development. the new version combines the existing halcon 11.x api with the
functions of the older version 11.8, offering a more streamlined and logical api. the name is a little change in approach: instead of halcon 11.8, the current version is simply halcon 21.11. halcon parallel: even more high performance a new version of the halcon

parallel library extends this framework for high performance, massively parallel computing. high performance computation is used in areas such as image processing, data mining and machine learning. in the next version of halcon, parallel computing is extended by
a variety of improvements, including parallel data exchange, faster and more flexible parallel execution, and, finally, a dedicated api specifically for parallel programs. automatic benchmarking with the new version of halcon automatic benchmarking is introduced. it

automates the process of evaluating the performance of programs and procedures. this makes it easier to benchmark large-scale systems and contributes to the sustainability and scalability of programs in an automated manner.
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with this halcon release, you can now integrate halcon into your own applications with the halcon api. this api provides developers with a language to communicate between halcon and their own applications. with the halcon api, you can add vision features to your
own applications or even extend the capabilities of halcon. for example, you can use the api to initialize and run the vision algorithms in your own application. you can also use it to communicate with your application, and use the vision data returned by your

application as input to halcon algorithms. “base” will only update the latest halcon version. “cancel” will close the dialog without updating your computer. “all” will update all software. “update” will update all software and restart your computer. halcon deep learning
is a powerful and versatile imaging software that makes it possible to achieve outstanding results in a wide range of application areas, including robotics, medical imaging, e-commerce, inspection, quality assurance, e-learning, and many more. halcon deep learning
can be used for blob analysis, morphology, matching, measuring, and identification. it also offers state-of-the-art machine vision technologies, such as comprehensive 3d vision and deep learning algorithms. halcon deep learning can also identify individual objects or

blobs, such as letters or text. this is especially useful in e-commerce and industrial inspections. it can also determine the text size and orientation. you can use it to identify and classify up to five objects simultaneously. 5ec8ef588b
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